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Better Space Weather Proxies for Spacecraft Surface
Charging
J. Michael Bodeau

and failures (Fig. 2) [3], [4]. The severity of this event is
indicated by the space weather scale values annotated on the
left side of Fig. 1. These scales will be discussed later.

Abstract— NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration) provides four space weather data products
targeted to satellite operators: the energetic proton flux,
energetic electron flux and ambient magnetic field at the location
of a GOES spacecraft, and the global Kp index. Kp is a global
blended measure of the disturbance of the geomagnetic field at
mid-latitude ground stations. Elevated levels of the Kp index are
associated with magnetic storms and substorms, which have been
correlated with spacecraft surface charging. However, a review
of the Kp index during recurring solar array circuit failures
showed no evidence that they might be caused by surface
charging and discharging. Kp in this case was absolutely
misleading. Two other sources of data, ground station
magnetograms from high latitude observatories near the auroral
arc and x-ray emissions from the atmosphere in the auroral
regions, demonstrate that severe substorm activity was occurring
at the affected spacecraft immediately preceding nearly every
instance of circuit failure. Based on these results, new space
weather data products to show the risk of surface charging in
GEO orbit are proposed.
Keywords— Space weather, satellite anomalies

I.

INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. Extreme space weather in October 2003

This paper begins with an overview of the four space
weather data products that NOAA offers to the satellite
operator community, and the space weather scale they
developed for geomagnetic storms, which is based upon the Kp
index. The usefulness of the Kp index as a proxy for the
environments that cause surface charging and induce anomalies
is then reviewed. Because the Kp index is shown to be a poor
indicator of surface charging risk, the next section reviews
other proxies that are much more conclusive. The paper ends
with conclusions and recommendations.
II.

OVERVIEW OF NOAA SPACE WEATHER INDICES

A. Indices and Anomalies for October 2003
NOAA provides four space weather data index products
targeted to satellite operators in a single plot [1]: the energetic
proton flux, energetic electron flux, ambient magnetic field at
the location of a GOES spacecraft, and the global Kp index.
NOAA also provides Space Weather Scales that indicate the
frequency of occurrence and possible impacts on different
technological systems versus the severity of the event [2].

Fig. 2. Severe space weather caused jump in satellite anomalies

B. Energetic Proton Flux Index and SEUs
The top panel of Fig. 1 shows the GOES 5-minute averaged
integral proton flux (protons/cm2-s-sr) for energy thresholds of
>10, >50, and >100 MeV (red, blue and green lines
respectively). The horizontal dashed line in the proton plot
indicates the threshold that the SWPC (Space Weather
Prediction Center) uses to issue solar proton event alerts.
Large solar particle fluxes have been associated with satellite
single event upsets in the past (e.g., see Fig. 3 from [5]). SWPC
set the threshold of 10 protons/(cm2-s-sr) at >10 MeV

Fig. 1 provides an example plot showing extreme weather
from the October 2003 “Halloween Storm.” A series of storms
during October and November caused anomalies on multiple
satellites at a rate well above the usual rate of satellite upsets
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(abbreviated as 10pfu) because historically, SEU anomalies
have been reported to them when the proton flux exceeds
10pfu. Consistent with that history, SEU anomalies were
reported during this “Halloween” storm [4] which clearly
exceeded the threshold. A solar proton storm of S5 only
occurs once per 11 year solar cycle [2].

ESD during episodes of high electron flux outside the
spacecraft. So external electron flux is a useful proxy when
investigating if deep charging and internal ESD is a plausible
cause of an anomaly. However, to go beyond correlation to
causation, the external environment must be transported
through the spacecraft shielding and combined with material
electrical properties to support or refute deep charging as the
root-cause [9], [10], [11].
D. Ambient GOES magnetic field disturbances and anomalies
The third panel in Fig. 1 shows the ambient magnetic field
at the GOES-East (75W longitude) and GOES-West (135W
longitude) satellites. The plot identifies conditions of locally
disturbed geomagnetic field and identifies field polarity
reversals (negative field values associated with magnetopause
crossing events) that have caused attitude disturbance
anomalies on spacecraft in the past [12], [13]. There is no
space weather scale for the GOES magnetic field.
E. Kp index and anomalies
Unlike the other three indices that characterize the local
environment at a GOES spacecraft in GEO, Kp is a global
blended measure of the disturbance of the geomagnetic field at
mid-latitude ground stations [14], [15]. (The Kp index
reported by NOAA is an early, provisional Kp based on a
subset of the official geomagnetic substations that make up the
Kp index [16]). NOAA has a scale for Geomagnetic Storm
intensity [2]. The intensity of G5 shown in Fig. 1 is expected to
occur on only 4 days per 11 year solar cycle.

Fig. 3. Jump in SEUs on TDRS-1 occurred during solar proton event

Close examination of past events and electronic part SEU
test data shows that SEU events are also caused by the elevated
flux of heavier ions (due to their greater linear energy transfer)
in addition to the solar protons [6]. The actual fluxes of
protons and ions must be combined with detailed spacecraft
shielding models and parts SEU characterization data to
confirm that the SEU rate expected from a storm environment
matches the observed rate [6], [7], [8]. The ion flux-energy
spectrum is not readily available. (New sensors on GOES-R
and subsequent satellites in the series will measure the heavier
ion flux.) Nevertheless, the elevated solar proton flux serves as
a useful proxy for the ion flux when investigating if anomalies
may plausibly be due to SEUs because the elevated fluxes of
ions and protons are coincident and have a common solar
origin.

Elevated levels of the Kp index are caused by magnetic
storms and substorms. Magnetic field disturbances have no
direct effect on most spacecraft (except as noted in prior
section D). However, it was discovered on ATS 5 and ATS 6
in the 1970’s and on SCATHA in the 1980’s that spacecraft
surface charging loosely trends with the Kp geomagnetic index
(see Fig. 4 [17] and Fig. 5 [18]). The change in magnetic field
that is the basis for increasing Kp is correlated with the energy
increase in the plasma electrons in the outer magnetosphere
which causes the spacecraft charging (see Fig. 6 [18]). Later
studies showed a correlation between satellite anomaly
occurrence and Kp (e.g., see Fig. 7, which correlates GOES-4
phantom command anomalies with elevated levels of Kp) [19],
[13]. As a result, Kp has been widely adopted as a proxy for
surface charging during satellite anomaly investigations, and
NOAA has developed geomagnetic storm intensity scales that
begin at Kp=5 (see Fig. 8).

C. Energetic Electron Flux Index and Anomalies
The second panel in Fig. 1 shows the 5-minute averaged
integral electron flux (electrons/cm2-s-sr) with energies > 0.8
MeV and > 2 MeV at GOES-East (W75 longitude) and GOESWest (W135 longitude). These instruments measure the
energetic-electron integral flux, and therefore directly sample
the particle population responsible for deep charging and
internal ESD. Many studies have correlated elevated >2MeV
electron flux with satellite anomalies (17 studies are
summarized in [9]). NOAA has not established a severity scale
for energetic electrons, but has established an alert threshold
for the >2MeV electron 5 minute average flux at 1000
particles/(cm2-s-sr), indicated by the dashed line in the second
panel of Fig. 1.

Surface charging and ESD produced anomalies on (and
occasionally failures of) satellites in the 1970s. As a result of
lessons learned and design improvements (captured as design
guidelines in [20]), satellites acquired greater immunity to the
effects of surface charging and ESD. As an example, changes
in design for GOES-5 significantly reduced its anomaly rate
compared to GOES-4 in Fig. 7. A study of anomalies on fleets
of commercial communication satellites during the 1990’s
found no correlation with high Kp values, confirming that
design changes implemented to correct a high anomaly rate on
a spacecraft designed in the 1970’s and operated in the 1980’s
[21] were successfully mitigating the hazards of surface
charging. (The study did find a subset of anomalies that

The cause of internal ESD is the accumulation of an excess
of charge (i.e., fluence and not flux) inside the spacecraft, and
not the instantaneous flux outside the spacecraft. However, the
charge or fluence accumulated inside the spacecraft is most
likely to exceed the dielectric strength of materials and cause
J. M. Bodeau is with Northrop Grumman Aerospace System, Redondo
Beach, CA 90278, USA (email: michael.bodeau@ngc.com)
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correlated with episodes of high fluxes of MeV electrons, and a
set of anomalies on the oldest satellites known to be SEU
induced [7] that correlated with solar energetic particle events
[22]. The understanding that deep charging due to MeV
electrons was a source of anomalies emerged during the late
1980’s to early 1990’s, well after these satellites were designed
and launched.)

Specifically, the ESD generated plasma triggered a vacuum arc
between adjacent solar array strings that was now sustained by
the voltage and current of the higher power arrays. Other
manufacturers suffered similar solar array and power system
problems, having designed and launched their spacecraft
before the new failure mode manifested in orbit. The fact that
the higher power arrays had crossed a threshold where selfsustaining vacuum arcs were possible was not immediately
understood, and a decade of tests performed across the industry
was required to delineate the safe operating regions for solar
cell strings (see [24] and the references it contains).

Fig. 4. ATS 5 and 6 surface charging trend follows Kp Index [17]

Fig. 6. SCATHA frame potential responds to the energetic plasma electrons
during a geomagnetic disturbance [18]
Fig. 5. SCATHA frame potential vs. Kp index [18]

Unfortunately, surface charging re-emerged as a hazard
when a new generation of high power communication satellites
reached orbit in the late 1990’s. A series of solar array string
failures occurred on three spacecraft, permanently reducing the
power capability of the arrays [23]. Ground tests established
that ESD from surface charging could cause the failures.
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suggested that ESD from surface charging was not a credible
cause of the array string failures. Anomaly investigators would
quickly conclude they needed to look elsewhere for the rootcause.

Fig. 7. Anomaly rate increased sharply on GOES 4 when Kp exceeds 4 [19]

Fig. 9. Low Kp indices for 12 solar array string failures suggests surface
charging is not a cause

Surface charging was ultimately established as the rootcause. But why didn’t the Kp index reflect that? Experts in the
use of geomagnetic indices state [14] that:
“…it is not correct to use the Kp index for a study of
individual events. The value of Kp as an index lies in its
use in statistical analyses of long periods of
magnetospheric activity for the purposes of determining
long-term trends.”
And further that:
“…it is not correct to claim a lack of substorm activity just
because Kp was small during the interval in question.”
Using Kp=5 or higher as a threshold for significant substorm
activity and, by implication, surface charging, may exclude
other time periods when surface charging can occur. But
lowering the threshold Kp to more modest levels when
substorms could be occurring [14] has a high probability of
raising an alarm (~30% for Kp>3 and ~60% for Kp=2 in Fig.
10) which is inconsistent with the relative rarity of the
anomalies.

Fig. 8. NOAA intensity scales for geomagnetic storms [2]

III.

USEFULNESS OF KP AS PROXY FOR SURFACE CHARGING
INDUCED ANOMALIES

Where is the evidence that surface charging was in fact
responsible for the failures? And how well did Kp perform
when assessing whether surface charging was a credible cause
of the solar array and power system failures?
The Kp index values of a dozen solar array string failure
events were reviewed and compared to the NOAA severity
scales (see Fig. 9). Note that the color scale in the legend
corresponds to the color coding of the NOAA scales in Fig. 8.
Of the 12 events, only the last event had a high Kp index (7-,
which corresponds to G3, a strong geomagnetic storm),
suggesting that surface charging and ESD might be the cause.
The second and third events had Kp between 4 and 5. Kp=5
corresponds to the lowest severity scale G1, a minor storm. G1
events are common (1700 per 11 year solar cycle, or about 13
per month). Surface charging and ESD could easily be
dismissed for these events because of prior flight history during
common G1 events without failure. The remaining 9 events
(75%), including the first event, had Kp index values under 4,
which is too low to merit a geomagnetic storm severity scale
ranking. So the Kp index value of all but the last of the events

Fig. 10. Kp frequency of occurrence
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Kp is a global average of the disturbance of the
geomagnetic field measured by mid latitude ground stations
over a 3 hour period. As a result, it does not provide detailed
insight to the intensity, start time or duration of the disturbance
near satellites in geosynchronous orbit which last for ~5-15
minutes as shown in Fig. 6. As the solar array string failure
history showed, one must use a low Kp threshold to catch all
substorm events that caused a failure, but then suffer from a
high false alarm rate for potential future anomalies, or
alternatively, use a higher threshold with lower occurrence rate
that is reflective of past anomaly rates (such as Kp =4 to 5- for
GOES 4 in Figure 7), but then miss many substorms that did
cause failures.

latitude) and the altitude of the field line in the magnetic
equatorial plane (see Fig. 14).

An examination of the ATS and SCATHA charging data in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively, makes it clear that the
association between Kp and charging is too loose to be useful
to establish anomaly root-cause. ATS 5 and 6 charged to 1kV
(a modest level of charging in eclipse) for Kp between 1 and
6+, and to 4kV for Kp between 3+ and 6+. When Kp= 6+,
ATS 5 and 6 charged from ~200V to >5kV. SCATHA
charging in sunlight reached 100V for Kp values between 2+ to
8-. So a high Kp does not insure significant charging levels,
and conversely, significant charging can occur during modest
to severe Kp index values. The conclusion is that Kp is not a
suitable index to use to assess significant spacecraft charging
and high anomaly risk.
IV.

BETTER PROXIES FOR SURFACE CHARGING INDUCED
ANOMALIES

In this section, two other sources of data will be examined
that showed that severe substorm activity was occurring at the
affected spacecraft immediately preceding nearly every
instance of circuit failure: (1) ground station magnetograms
from high latitude observatories near the satellite magnetic
“footprint” in the auroral arc, and (2) x-ray emissions from the
atmosphere in the auroral region near the magnetic footprint of
the satellite as measured by the PIXIE X-ray imager on the
POLAR spacecraft.

Fig 11. Simultaneous occurrence of polar geomagnetic substorm and increased
flux of energetic electrons observed by ATS-1

There is a relationship between the latitude where the field
lines 77.0
intersect the earth’s atmosphere (termed the invariant
latitude) and the altitude of the field line in the magnetic
68.5 plane (see Fig. 14).
equatorial
66.2
Electrons
responsible for spacecraft charging at a
geosynchronous
altitude of 5.6 Re (5.6 earth radii above the
65.0
Earth’s surface, or 6.6 Re from the center of the Earth, with Re
~ 6,371
km) are guided by the magnetic field lines down to
62.5
their “footprints” at magnetic latitudes of around 67 degrees
(Fig. 61.2
15). This magnetic latitude corresponds to geocentric
latitudes of ~55 to 78 degrees because of the 11 degree tilt of
the magnetic dipole axis from the Earth’s rotation axis. A map
showing the difference between magnetic and geocentric
latitudes and longitudes is provided in Fig. 16 [28].

The connection between polar magnetic substorms and
elevated fluxes of energetic electrons (50kev to 1MeV) was
established by ATS-1 (see Fig. 11 [25], [26]) and the
connection between these fluxes and charging was later
established by ATS-5 and 6 and SCATHA [17], [18].
Magnetograms from a chain of ground stations along a
common magnetic longitude (~302E corrected geomagnetic
longitude) showed the disturbance was most intense between
65 and 70 magnetic latitude (see Fig. 12, from [25], which is
annotated with the magnetic latitudes of the ground stations).

Fig. 12. Geomagentic substorm is most intense at magnetic latitudes between
65 and 70 degrees

The electron flux that bathes a GEO spacecraft is guided by
the Earth’s geomagnetic field. The electrons will gyrate about
the field lines, while bouncing from one mirror point in the
northern hemisphere to the other in the southern hemisphere
(Fig. 13 [27]). The location of a mirror point down a field line
towards the Earth’s surface depends upon the particle’s energy
and pitch angle at the magnetic equator (angle between the
magnetic field line and the electron velocity vector).

Electrons responsible for spacecraft charging at a
geosynchronous altitude of 5.6 Re (5.6 earth radii above the
Earth’s surface, or 6.6 Re from the center of the Earth, with Re
~ 6,371 km) are guided by the magnetic field lines down to
their “footprints” at magnetic latitudes of around 67 degrees
(Fig. 15). This magnetic latitude corresponds to geocentric
latitudes of ~55 to 78 degrees because of the 11 degree tilt of
the magnetic dipole axis from the Earth’s rotation axis. A map
showing the difference between magnetic and geocentric
latitudes and longitudes is provided in Figure 16 [28].

There is a relationship between the latitude where the field
lines intersect the earth’s atmosphere (termed the invariant
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Mirror points

Fig. 13. Electrons spiral around ambient field lines until they reach mirror
points or atmosphere

Fig. 16. Corrected geomagnetic coordinates (CGM) vs. geocentric coordinates
based upon 1995 epoch magnetic model for Kp>3-northern hemisphere

The portion of the flux that reaches down to altitudes of
roughly 100-125 km ionizes the tenuous atmosphere present at
those altitudes, resulting in the northern and southern aurora.
This increased flux constitutes a changing electrical current,
which produces detectable magnetic field changes at the
Earth’s surface in the vicinity of those magnetic field lines that
guide the flux (as shown in Fig. 11). The larger the electron
flux variation, the larger the magnetic field variation. This
suggests that ground station magnetic records could provide
indications of the intensity of the environment at spacecraft.

Fig. 14. Magnetic field lines at distance L n the magnetic equator intersect the
Earth at co-latitude 
75
6.6

70

66.9
Invariant Magnetic Latitude [degrees]

65

Anomalies on board the first two DSCS-II geosynchronous
communication satellites were correlated with substorm
activity using magnetometer data from ground stations near the
satellite magnetic foot print [34], [35], including the satellite
failure on June 2 ,1973 (see Fig. 17) [36], [37]. The circuits
associated with the anomalies were shut off on flights 1 and 2,
and were modified on flights 3 and 4. There were no further
recurrences of this anomaly type [38].
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Fig. 15. Invariant magnetic latitude vs. satellite equatorial distance

When the electron flux suddenly increases in GEO, which
can cause spacecraft charging, the electron flux in the auroral
regions simultaneously increases. Significant episodes of
charging of LEO-polar satellites has been observed in the 5070 geocentric latitude band (e.g., DMSP per [29], [30], [31]
and Freja [32]). Concurrent observations by a polar orbiting
satellite and a geosynchronous satellite, both carrying electron
detectors covering 32eV to 30keV, showed matching spectra
when the polar satellite was near the magnetic footprint of the
geo spacecraft [33].

Fig. 17. Ground station magentogram at time of DSCS-II failure
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The study found some correlation with storm activity for 21
of 23 anomalies, and there was clear temporal correlation
between magnetogram activity and anomalies for 19 of the 21
events. The satellite footprint at the time of the other 2
anomalies was not near a ground station because the anomalies
occurred while the satellites were drifting to their operational
longitude. The conclusion was that a good correlation between
ground-based detection of a substorm and an anomaly
observed at a geostationary satellite requires that the ground
station be on the same L-shell as the satellite (i.e., L~6.6Re)
and on nearly the same magnetic field line (i.e., at the satellite
magnetic footprint).

Anomaly occurred
during severe
local substorm
Intermagnet ground station magnetogram
www.intermagnet.org/

Later studies added additional anomalies that occurred on
the 3rd and 4th DSCS-II satellites [39]. Of the 50 logic reset
anomalies investigated, 90% occurred when ground
magnetograms and visual aurora showed geomagnetic
substorm activity near the satellite’s magnetic footprint, and
10% occurred during times relatively free of substorms. Other
types of anomalies on the satellites that occurred in smaller
numbers were also correlated with substorms.

Fig. 19. Example magnetogram showing a strong substorm was occurring at
the satellite at the time of the solar cell string loss

So the demonstrated physical connection between substorm
and high flux levels of energetic electrons, as well as the
success in past root-cause investigations strongly suggest that
we might get more insight into possible root-cause by adopting
the geomagnetic and the auroral data near the satellite that
suffered solar cell string losses.
The dozen solar cell string loss events are listed in Fig. 18
(ranked from smallest to highest Kp index value). Again, the
Kp value column uses the color coding of the NOAA
geomagnetic scales. The next 4 scales show the level of
disturbance observed at 4 magnetic ground stations that
surround the geomagnetic footprint of the satellite. A red color
code and a ‘+++’ ranking indicates evidence of a strong
substorm at the time of the string failure. An example
magnetogram showing a strong substorm that was coincident
with a string failure is shown in Fig. 19. The range of the
magnetic disturbance is given on the right hand axis for each
component of the magnetic field. A transient of several
hundred nanoTesla is a severe substorm (with a low probability
of occurrence).
Magnetogram from Groundstation
Near Satellite Magnetic Footprint
Event
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Kp

Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4
1+ to 2‐
+
NA
NA
‐

2‐ to 3+
3‐
3‐
3‐
4‐
4‐
4‐
4
4 to 5
4+ to 5‐
7‐

+
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++

‐
+
+
+
+++
+++
+++
+
+
+

+
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+
+++

NA

NA

+
+++
+++
+
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++

Fig. 20. Example magnetogram showing a weak substorm was occurring at the
satellite at the time of the solar cell string loss

By contrast, a ground station magnetogram that provided
weak evidence for a substorm induced charging is shown in
Fig. 20. A 20-50nT transient provides weak evidence because:
(1) the small amplitude indicates the substorm itself is weak,
and therefore the electron flux would be weak and unlikely to
charge the satellite sufficiently to cause ESD and damage the
array; or (2) that the substorm is not close to the groundstation
and the satellite magnetic footprint and therefore the satellite
was not exposed to charging flux at the time of the anomaly.
However, since the groundstations are not exactly located at
the satellite footprint, the evidence provided by all 4 stations
must be combined to provide a clear assessment. As Fig. 18
shows, there was evidence for severe substorm activity at
multiple groundstations for 10 of the 12 events, and weak to no
evidence for substorms for the other 2. A correlation of 83% is
compelling reason to investigate the credibility of surface
charging as a root cause of the solar cell string failures.

POLAR
Pixie
NA

‐
NA
NA

+
+
+
+
+++

The last column in Fig. 18 shows the evidence provided by
the PIXIE X-ray imager on board the POLAR spacecraft. The
PIXIE sensor data available on the web [40] shows the
intensity of 2keV x-ray photons emitted by the atmosphere. In
contrast, low-energy near-visible light is imaged by DMSP
(400nm to 1.1m, per [41]) and auroral imagers that operate in
the UV band image photons with eV energy. Detectors that
operate in the keV energy range show the presence of multi

NA

+++
+++

Fig. 18. Evidence of substorm activity from local magnetograms and auroral xray images for 12 solar string failure events
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keV electrons impinging on the upper atmosphere (because the
electrons have more energy than the photons they produce
during interactions with atmospheric molecules). Theory and
in-orbit observations ([42] and references it contains) have
shown that it is the flux of electrons with energies of many keV
that are responsible for the charging and ESD on satellites. So
an x-ray imager shows the presence of the relevant energetic
electron population at the elevated flux levels needed to
support anomaly studies.

occurred 3 hours prior to the anomaly makes the case for
surface charging much weaker.

The Polar spacecraft was placed into a highly elliptical
orbit with apogee at 9 earth radii and perigee at 1.8 earth radii
(geocentric), 86° inclination, with a period of around 18 hours.
The apogee was initially over the northern polar region, but
precessed south at about 16° per year. It was launched on
February 24, 1996, so it still had an apogee at high inclination
over the northern polar region during the initial years of solar
cell string failures. Because of the highly elliptical orbit, the
PIXIE instrument had roughly a 1 in 3 chance of imaging the
northern auroral arc regions when the solar cell string
anomalies occurred. Periods when PIXIE was not imaging are
indicated by the NA in PIXIE column of Fig. 18.

Fig. 22. Example PIXIE image showing intense x-ray emission near the
satellite footprint

The key to PIXIE images [40] is shown in Fig. 21. It
shows active x-ray emission from the auroral region across
much of North America, with the most intense emissions (and
therefore highest flux of energetic electrons) over Alaska and
western Canada. In this example, if the satellite footprint was
in or near the red-hot-spot, we would have evidence to support
strong surface charging. If the footprint was instead located in
Northern Europe, we would have evidence showing no active
charging at the satellite despite the likely high Kp index value
associated with this wide ranging substorm.

Fig. 23 PIXIE image 3 hrs prior to anomaly showing modest substorm activity
near satellite footprint

However, there is a big difference between credible cause
and proof that surface charging was responsible for the
failures. If one looks at magnetic disturbance data over a
month (see Fig. 24), it is apparent that many more substorms
occurred (15-18) in one month than string failures (3). This
disparity between number of substorms and anomalies was also
noted during the DSCS-II investigation [39].

Fig. 21. Key to PIXIE X-ray images

Examples of strong and weak evidence for surface charging
from PIXIE for events in Fig. 18 are shown in Fig. 22 and Fig.
23, respectively. The color coding in Fig. 22 clearly indicates
the severity of the energetic electron flux, which coincided
with the satellite footprint. The coding in Fig. 23 shows a less
intense flux level, and the fact that the last available image

Fig. 24. Magnetogram record for one month
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Significant additional work was required to establish
“proof” that the DSCS-II anomalies were due to surface
charging:
•
material testing to establish the resistivity and
charging response of key exterior materials to fluxes of
energetic electrons
•
charging tests to characterize the amplitude of
discharges from high resistance dielectrics and ungrounded
conductors
•
ground electrical discharge tests to demonstrate that
ESD could cause the electronic unit state changes observed
on orbit
•
finally, observations that changes in design that
mitigate charging or reduce the sensitivity of electronics to
ESD actually reduced or eliminated recurrences of
anomalies on subsequent satellites
Significant ground testing was also required to demonstrate
that ESD from surface charging was responsible for the loss of
solar cell circuits [23]. Space weather data alone can show a
particular environment is a plausible cause, but is rarely
sufficient to show root-cause. There are examples where space
weather was initially deemed to be the cause of satellite
anomalies, but which was later demonstrated to not be the case
by analysis and ground tests [11].

Magnetograms are a challenge to interpret, especially for
satellite operators and designers who are not active researchers
in space physics. Indices such as Kp and AE were developed
by “geomagnetists” to give non-experts a semi-quantitative
measure of the overall level of magnetospheric activity [14].
But these global indices do not have sufficient geographical
and temporal resolution to support specific anomaly
investigations. On the other hand, it is difficult to inspect a
magnetogram plot and know if a particular disturbance is large
or not, especially since some stations utilize auto-ranging
software to expand or contract the plot scales as needed so the
disturbances fill the plot regardless of severity. To complicate
matters, the probability of occurrence of magnetic disturbances
with specific amplitudes differs from station to station (e.g., see
variability of the occurrence rates of magnetic disturbances at
Canadian ground stations in Fig. 25 [43]).
Statistics on the amplitudes of disturbances are used by the
electric power industry to assess risk to the power grid. For
our purposes, similar statistics for each auroral station relevant
to geo spacecraft would provide a scale to determine the
severity of a particular storm at the time of an anomaly.
Knowing, for instance, that a magnetic storm occurred at the
time of a satellite anomaly, and that the storm amplitude has
been exceeded only 10% of the time at the particular station
nearest the satellite’s magnetic footprint (i.e., a 90th percentile
worst-case) would be strong evidence that surface charging is a
plausible cause of the anomaly meriting further investigation.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
NOAA has developed space weather data products and
Space Weather Scales that provide context to space weather
alerts it issues to many different industries. NOAA tracks in
real time the level of energetic (>10MeV) solar proton flux,
high energy (>2MeV) electron flux and the variations in the
ambient GEO magnetic field, which are useful for investigating
the plausibility of space weather causes for anomalies. It was
shown that the proton flux data is a useful proxy for the
combined flux of protons and higher stopping power ions that
cause SEU events. The energetic electron flux outside the
GOES spacecraft is a useful proxy for the flux and time
integrated fluence of electrons inside a spacecraft responsible
for deep charging and ESD initiated anomalies. Finally, the
ambient GOES magnetic field indicates when severe magnetic
disturbances are occurring near that satellite, and in particular
when magnetopause compressions below GEO orbit are
occurring that can cause attitude anomalies on some spacecraft.
By comparison, it was shown that the remaining space
weather product, Kp, provided misleading or ambiguous
indications of plausible cause for solar array string failures due
to surface charging. Kp is well suited to monitoring levels of
disturbance in the global magnetosphere, but lacks geographic
and temporal resolution needed to support investigations of
environmental factors at specific satellites.
It was ground station magnetograms and images of aurora
that provided evidence of severe substorm activity in the
vicinity of DSCS-II that showed surface charging was a
credible cause of anomalies on spacecraft in the 1970’s.
Similarly, magnetograms and auroral x-ray emission showed

Fig. 25. Frequency of occurrence of large magnetic disturbances (nT/min) for
various ground stations
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surface charging was a credible cause of solar array string
failures in the 1990’s.
It is recommended, therefore, that Kp be dropped as a space
environment index for satellite operators. It should be replaced
by local magnetogram data and/or auroral image data to test for
conditions of surface charging and plausibility that ESD is a
credible cause of satellite anomalies.
Magnetograms are difficult to interpret. Statistics on
probability of occurrence versus magnetic disturbance
amplitude should be developed in order to provide a relative
severity scale or metric for all ground stations, similar to work
already performed for Canadian stations. From there, a real
time space weather product similar in appearance to the PIXIE
images could be developed that plots geomagnetic disturbance
levels in the auroral arc (relevant to GEO spacecraft) that is
coded for severity based on probability of occurrence. Even
better, the activity monitored by the ground stations could be
mapped back out to the GEO orbit arc to show in real time
which satellites are exposed to substorm induced charging.
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“Did Space Weather Cause that Anomaly?”
• Satellites are designed to perform despite cumulative exposure
to 10-15yrs radiation
• Satellites must operate through space weather “storms” without
failure or service interruption
• Despite best efforts, anomalies still occur, requiring a root-cause
and engineering change to be determined
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NOAA Space Weather data during
dates that anomalies occurred
 Proxy: something
that is a substitute
or stands in for
something else
 GOES p+ flux is
proxy for p+ & ions
that cause SEU
(note alert level)
 GOES 2MeV e- flux
proxy for electron
flux that causes
deep charging
(note alert level)

Alert
threshold

Alert
threshold

 Kp is a proxy for
surface charging
(note color code for
severity)
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NOAA Space Weather Scales Relate Proxy
Values to Severity and Frequency of Occurrence

Kp
=9

Severity increases with Kp, but
frequency of occurrence drops

Storm
Severity

Kp
Index

Kp
=8

Frequency
4 per
11yrs

100 per
11yrs
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200/11yrs

Kp
=6
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Kp= 5 1700/11yrs
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Why Kp? As Kp went up S/C charging went up
(observed on ATS5, ATS6 and SCATHA)

• As Kp went up, so did frequency
of anomalies
• So Kp seemed like a good proxy
for surface charging and ESD
induced anomalies
5
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Kp would lead you to wrong conclusion
for recent solar array anomalies
Kp index values for 12 solar cell
circuit failures due to sustained arcs
triggered by surface charging
0

1

0

• 1 of 12 had Kp=6 to 7
– G2: moderate
– 1/week frequency

• 9 of 12 had Kp<4,
including 1st event
– Below severity scale
– Very common

Kp Index
2

<4
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to 7
7
9

8-9

• Conclusion: due to very
low and very common
Kp values at times of
anomalies, surface
charging is not a
credible cause
• That conclusion was
wrong
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Why is Kp such a poor proxy?
• Substorms are localized
events (in lattitude and
longitude)
• Severe charging events
typically last < 1 hour
(e.g., w-c SCATHA
events)
• GEO field lines connect to
high latitude regions- use
ground magnetometer
stations in Auroral region
near satellite magnetic
foot print
Kp lacks the spatial and temporal resolution to accurate
identify charging conditions at specific satellites

• Kp is global average
• 3hr magnetic field
changes
• Mid-latitude ground
magnetometer stations
• Mid latitude magnetic field
lines do not connect to
GEO environment
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Magnetograms near S/C magnetic footprint
have successfully pointed to credible root cause
Magnetogram near magnetic footprint of
DSCS II at time of satellite failure (1973)

• DSCS II F1 and F2 had 23
anomalous switching events
– 19 of 21 events showed clear
temporal correlation with magnetic
transients at magnetic footprint
– 2 of 23 events occurred while S/C
were far from any magnetometer
groundstation (drifting to orbital slot)
– Ground tests demonstrated ESD on
S/C could cause switching anomalies

Magnetogram near S/C magnetic footprint at
time of solar array circuit loss (late 1990’s)

Anomaly occurred
during severe
local substorm
Intermagnet ground station magnetogram
www.intermagnet.org/

– S/C design and unit circuits modified
on F3 and F4 (circuits shut off on F1
and F2)—no further anomalies of this
type occurred

• High resolution space weather
data and supporting ground tests
led to correct root-cause
determination and successful
corrective action
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LOCAL Data Pointed to CauseGlobal Kp Index Misdirects

PIXIE X ray image
from POLAR
http://pixie.spasci.com/

Magnetogram from Groundstation
Near Satellite Magnetic Footprint
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Most substorms did not cause
anomalies—same for DSCS II
Substorm forecasts of uncertain
value
4th
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Satellite Magnetic
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DMSP auroral images were also
used for DSCS II anomalies
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